We report the mechanical properties of the 'giant' negative compressibility material zinc(II) dicyanoaurate, as determined using a combination of single-crystal nanoindentation measurements and ab initio density functional theory calculations. While the elastic response of zinc dicyanoaurate is found to be intermediate to the behaviour of dense and open framework structures, we discover the material to exhibit a particularly strong elastic recovery, which is advantageous for a range of practical applications. We attribute this response to the existence of supramolecular helices that function as atomic-scale springs, storing mechanical energy during compressive stress and hence inhibiting plastic deformation. Our results are consistent with the relationship noted in [Cheng & Cheng, Appl. Phys. Lett., 1998, 73, 614] between the magnitude of elastic recovery, on the one hand, and the ratio of material hardness to Young's modulus, on the other hand. Drawing on comparisons with other metal-organic frameworks containing helical structure motifs, we suggest helices as an attractive supramolecular motif for imparting resistance to plastic deformation in the design of functional materials.
Introduction
Framework materials-solids with structures assembled from a combination of nodes and linkers 1,2 -are well-known to harbour a variety of interesting mechanical properties. This is especially true for systems with long and flexible linkers since flexibility generally amplifies mechanical response. 3 One topical example is the broad family of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), members of which are known to exhibit e.g. anomalously low elastic moduli, 4, 5 extreme mechanical anisotropy, 6 negative Poisson's ratios, 7 and a propensity for negative linear compressibility (NLC). [8] [9] [10] Taken at face value, these properties suggest a range of attractive applications for open frameworks such as MOFs and MOF-like systems, including in stimuli-responsive materials (sensors), actuators, and shock absorbers. 3, 11, 12 hydrostatic or uniaxial), but guest sorption is an alternative mechanism of particular relevance to MOFs. 13 An important measure of resistance to irreversible deformation is the elastic recovery of a material, W e , which quantifies the proportion of work resulting in elastic deformation. 14 Put simply, materials with high elastic recoveries will regain their structure and shape after stress cycling: the elastic recovery of rubber, for example, is nearly unity, whereas brittle ceramics have values of W e close to zero. Consequently there is clear merit in developing an understanding of the elastic recovery of open frameworks so as to help predict the extent to which their anomalous mechanical responses might be exploited in practice.
Here we study the elastic recovery of zinc(II) dicyanoaurate(I), Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 , a MOF-like system known for its extreme NLC behaviour. 15 Whereas the uniaxial compressibilities K = −(∂ / ∂ p) T of conventional materials are usually in the range ∼ 5-10 TPa −1 (i.e. a linear contraction of 0.5-1% for each 1 GPa of applied pressure), 16 Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 exhibits a remarkably large and negative compressibility along the hexagonal axis of its quartzlike structure, with K c = −42(5) TPa −1 . In other words, its structure expands on compression by roughly 4% for each GPa. This extraordinary elastic property places Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 in a unique position for application in pressure sensors and shock amplifiers. 17 Yet remarkably little is known regarding its mechanical behaviour beyond its (elastic) compressibility and thermal expansivity. 15, 18 As an experimental technique, nanoindentation methods have provided crucially important insight into the mechanical properties of flexible MOFs. [19] [20] [21] Consequently our approach is to use a combination of nanoindentation measurements and ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations to determine the experimental Young's moduli, hardness, and elastic recovery of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 and then place these values in the context of its full elastic tensor, as determined computationally. The most important result of our study is the discovery of a large elastic recovery, which we attribute to the same supramolecular motifs thought to be responsible for NLC itself.
We conclude this introduction with a brief summary of the structural chemistry of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 . The crystal structure was first reported in Ref. 22 , where the relationship to the structure of SiO 2 -quartz was clearly noted [ Fig. 1(a) [22] [23] [24] While each net is covalently distinct, neighbouring nets are thought to interact via aurophilic (Au. . .Au) interactions, 22 the existence of which is inferred from the relatively short Au. . .Au separations observed crystallographically. [25] [26] [27] [28] These interactions connect to form a set of aurophilic helices lying along directions perpendicular to the hexagonal axis. Variable-pressure crystallographic measurements suggest that the extreme compressibility of this system arises because these aurophilic helices function as supramolecular 'springs'. 8 Just as a steel spring is more compressible than steel itself, so too are the aurophilic helices in Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 more compressible than the Au. . .Au interactions from which they are made. We will come to show that this same supramolecular motif is likely responsible for the strong elastic recovery of the material.
The remainder of our paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we summarise the experimental and computational methods used in our study. We then present the results of our nanoindentation experiments, and compare these with the elastic response anticipated from our DFT calculations. In this process, we include a discussion regarding the determination of elastic recovery using nanoindentation methods. 
Methods

Synthesis and characterisation
Single-crystal samples of zinc(II) dicyanoaurate(I) were prepared using the same hydrothermal synthesis approach reported in Ref. 15 . In a 23 mL Teflon-lined Parr reaction vessel, we combined aqueous solutions of Zn(CH 3 COO) 2 · 2H 2 O (Sigma Aldrich, 98%, 14 mg) and KAu(CN) 2 (Sigma Aldrich, 98%, 60 mg) such that the total volume of liquid was approximately 10 mL. The vessel was sealed, heated to 120 • C for 2 h, and then cooled at a rate of 1 • C h −1 to ambient temperature. On inspection, the reaction mixture contained large single crystals of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 in the form of elongated hexagonal bipyramids [ Fig. 1(b) ]. This is the same morphology reported in Refs. 15,18 and corresponds to the α-polymorph as described in Ref. 28 . A suitable crystal was mounted on an Oxford Diffraction (Rigaku Oxford Diffraction) SuperNova diffractometer, and a sufficient portion of the X-ray diffraction pattern was collected to enable face indexing using the Agilent Pro Crysalis Software. 29 The crystal was mounted using Paratone oil on a MiTeGen loop at ambient temperature.
Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation studies were carried out at ambient temperature using an MTS NanoIndenter c XP, equipped with a continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) module. The instrument was placed within an isolation cabinet that shielded against thermal instability and acoustic interference. A three-sided pyramidal Berkovich indenter with a sharp tip (end radius ≤ 100 nm) was used to measure the indentation modulus and hardness. 30 Calibration was performed using a fused silica standard, with elastic modulus (E = 72 GPa) and hardness (H = 9 GPa). Thermal drifts were ensured to be consistently low (below 0.1 nm s −1 ). Indentation depth was 2000 nm for all measurements and the interindent spacing was typically 35-40 µm to avoid interference between neighbouring indentations. We probed two orientations of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 crystals, cleaved and polished so as to expose (100) and (001) crystal faces. Continuous stiffness measurement allowed us to collect depth-dependent mechanical data. The indentation modulus was determined using the Oliver and Pharr method; 31 the hardness was determined by the ratio
where p max and A max are, respectively, the applied force and contact area at maximum indentation.
Ab initio calculations
DFT calculations were carried out at the PBE level of theory, 32 with 1428 Gaussian-type basis functions using the periodic ab ini-tio code CRYSTAL14. 33 Geometry optimisation at constant symmetry, with the full relaxation of both lattice parameters and atomic coordinates, was achieved via a quasi-Newtonian algorithm. The experimental atomic coordinates and cell parameters of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 were used as the starting geometry, 18 and the optimisation was considered to be complete when the root mean squared values of the gradient and atomic displacement had converged simultaneously to less than 0.0001 and 0.0002 a.u., respectively. The elastic constants were obtained from the optimised structure by first calculating the single-point selfconsistent-field (SCF) energy and then calculating the four sets of required strains (due to Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 possessing hexagonal symmetry). For each different directional strain, the structure was deformed, and the new symmetry elements were determined. This procedure was carried out for multiple strain steps to increase the accuracy of the resultant gradient. For each deformed structure, the atomic coordinates were relaxed and optimised as above. A further SCF energy calculation was then performed at each optimised deformation, the energy gradient was fitted with singularvalue-decomposition routines, and the second derivatives were determined numerically. 34 This approach allowed the elastic constants to be computed and the mechanical properties to be obtained via tensorial analysis. 35 
Results and Discussion
Typical load-displacement curves for Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 as obtained via nanoindentation are shown in Figure 2 (a). The particular shape of these curves reflects the pyramidal nature of the Berkovich tip used in our study, which results in an increasing contact area at higher loads-and hence decreasing variation in displacement depth on indentation. The behaviour we observe is characteristic of the nanoindentation response of framework materials, showing contributions from both elastic and plastic deformation; 31 the latter is evident in that loading and unloading curves are not coincident. We begin our analysis by focusing on the elastic response of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 : we extract elastic moduli from our nanoindentation data and compare these to the results of ab initio calculations. We then proceed to report the hardness values and compare the relative fractions of reversible (elastic) and irreversible (plastic) work done during nanoindentation to establish the elastic recovery of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 in different crystal orientations. Indentation moduli were determined using continuous stiffness measurements on loading, using data collected for at least seventeen indents for both (100) and (001) crystal faces [inset to Figure 2(a) ; see ESI for further discussion]. Using a representative value of the effective isotropic Poisson's ratio (ν = 0.2), we obtain the values E 100 = 14.5(3) GPa and E 001 = 21.4(5) GPa; these values vary by not more than 30% when recalculated with alternate values of ν (see ESI). The moduli are low in comparison with corresponding values for many other coordination polymers 36 but remain higher than the values reported for most porous MOFs. 3, 6, 37 Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 is not porous, and yet its number density (ρ = 0.0512 atoms Å −3 ) shares more in common with open framework materials such as the zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) family of MOFs 38,39 (ρ < 0.08 atoms Å −3 ) than it does (100) and (001) surfaces (left and right, respectively) following nanoindentation to a common maximum penetration depth h max . Note that the degree of residual deformation is much reduced for (100) than for (001); this observation is consistent with the greater elastic recovery of the former relative to the latter.
with non-porous frameworks (ρ > 0.08 atoms Å −3 ). Hence, we suggest that the mechanical behaviour of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 is MOFlike, despite the absence of any appreciable pore volume in its structure. This borderline behaviour is consistent with the observation that the isostructural material Zn[Ag(CN) 2 ] 2 is known to act as a host for the inclusion of inorganic guests. 18, 24 The elastic response of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 shows clear evidence of anisotropy: the elastic modulus along [100] is 32% lower than along [001]. This anisotropy is consistent with the orientation within the crystal structure of aurophilic helices-supramolecular motifs that might be expected to be particularly compliant.
Our ab initio calculations show good agreement with these experimental results. A summary of the relaxed cell geometry and 0 K elastic properties determined computationally is given in Table 1 . The small differences between calculated and measured moduli E likely reflect the fact that nanoindentation measurements probe an effective modulus that is only an approximation to the Young's modulus. 31 Nevertheless the nature and degree of mechanical anisotropy is clearly consistent between the two approaches: the calculated value of E 100 is lower by 29% than that of E 001 . Our calculations do not take into account dispersion effects, which can be important for frameworks containing metallophilic interactions. 27, 40, 41 We found that the Calculation offers insight into mechanical properties beyond those we can measure directly using nanoindentation. For example, the Young's modulus is clearly much more anisotropic than measurements along the [100] and [001] axes alone would suggest: the framework is substantially stiffer along the ∼ 101 directions, giving a total elastic anisotropy of 3.1. This direction corresponds to the orientation of the Zn-NC-Au-CN-Zn framework struts, and is the same direction along which compressibility also vanishes (see ESI for further discussion). 15 Anisotropy is even more evident in the shear modulus, the minimum value of which (2.91 GPa) suggests the material is not elastically stable far into the GPa regime. This is consistent with the experimental observation of a displacive phase transition at a hydrostatic pressure of 1.8 GPa. 15 We note that the Poisson's ratio ν e 1 e 2 vanishes for directions e 1 , e 2 ∈ 100 with e 1 ⊥ e 2 . One interpretation of this behaviour is the ability of aurophilic helices to absorb strain along their axes (parallel to 100 directions) without transmitting this strain in an orthogonal in-plane direction.
Analysis of load-displacement curves measured during nanoindentation also yields effective hardness values H in addition to the moduli E. We find H 100 = 2.23(4) GPa and H 001 = 2.19(7) GPa, suggesting that hardness is essentially isotropic for Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 . The magnitude of these values is again intermediate to those for dense frameworks, on the one hand, and ZIFs, on the other hand. 45 The elastic recovery, W e , was determined from our nanoindentation measurements by exploiting the relationship between the area under the loading or unloading curve and the work done on indentation or release, respectively. 14 The total work done during indentation includes both elastic and plastic contributions, and is given by the integral
where h max is the maximum tip displacement, and P ↑ (h) represents the load applied during the loading cycle at displacement h. The elastic component is determined by the equivalent integral evaluated using the unloading curve:
Here h f is the final indenter depth [ Fig. 2(a) ] and P ↓ (h) represents the load applied during the unloading cycle at displacement h. The elastic recovery then simply corresponds to the ratio of these two work terms: 14,46
An alternate definition 47 uses the ratio of the indentation depth recovered on unloading (h max − h f ) to the final indentation depth on loading h max :
This approach effectively assumes that the functions P ↑ (h) and P ↓ (h) have the same form but the latter is compressed in h-space by a factor (h max − h f )/h max . We find reasonable agreement between the two approaches but favour Eq. (4) because of its more rigorous basis. It is immediately apparent from Figure 2 (a) that the elastic recovery for indentation in the [100] direction is greater than for the [001] direction. The numerical values we obtain using Eq. (4) are W e = 62.7(3)% and 43.6(6)% for the (100) and (001) faces, respectively. These values are consistent with the recovery observed directly by inspection of the crystal post-indentation, as shown explicitly in Fig. 2(b) . The (100) face shows a much higher resistance to irreversible deformation: the indents are clearly more shallow and show less cracking compared to those for the (001) face. A high elastic recovery leads to improved fracture toughness-i.e. resistance to cracking. 48 For context, we computed elastic recovery values for a range of other MOFs and coordination polymers using published data for the ZIF family 49 as well as some dense hybrid frameworks: copper phosphonoacetate (polymorphs 1 and 2, referred to here as CuPA1 and CuPA2), 48 cerium oxalate formate (CeOx), 50 and zinc phosphate phosphonoacetate hydrate (ZnPAA). 51 The relevant values are shown in Table 2 . What is immediately clear is that the W e value we measure for Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 along [100] is amongst the largest for all these systems, and is comparable to that of fused silica, which is widely used as a high-recovery standard in nanoindentation studies. 52 The behaviour of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 along [001] for Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 is typical of a dense hybrid framework, such that the system as a whole behaves like a MOF along a, but like a dense framework along c.
It has been shown previously that there is a linear empirical relationship between W e and the ratio H/E of hardness to Young's modulus. 14, 31, 53 In Fig. 3 we show that this relationship appears to hold also for the data we list in Table 2 , despite our approximation regarding indentation and Young's moduli. We also include in this figure for comparison the original data of Ref. 14 which makes clear just how exceptional the elastic recovery response of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 really is. A corollary of the dependence of W e on H/E, rather than either hardness H or compliance 1/E by themselves, is that compounds with remarkably different elastic moduli can nevertheless show the same degree of elastic recovery. For example, CuPA1 has an elastic modulus E 100 = 93 GPa and ZIF-20 a modulus E 111 = 3.9 GPa, and yet despite this order-of-magnitude difference their elastic recoveries are almost identical: W e = 29% and 30%, respectively. 48 Hence it is meaningful to seek to characterise the elastic recovery of a compound irrespective of whether its intended application requires hardness and non-compliance or otherwise.
We suggest it is the supramolecular helix motif-instrumental in allowing NLC 8, 10, 15 -that is also responsible for the remarkably high elastic recovery of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 along [100]. As discussed in the introduction, the helix is an object with the particular mechanical property of being able to accommodate bulk compression without substantial compression of the material from which it is constructed. Hence compression of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 along the [100] direction can in principle be accommodated without substantial changes in any bonding interactions within the solid. In this way, the strain induced during nanoindentation is less likely to result in bond breaking and fracture than might otherwise be the case. Instead the supramolecular springs effectively store the energy transferred during indentation (i.e. work done), and release this energy reversibly upon removal of the indenter tip.
If question whether similar supramolecular motifs may be responsible for strong elastic recoveries in other materials. The data in Table 2 reveal that ZIF-zni shows an elastic recovery (W e = 69%) that is comparable to that found in Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 . At face value, it is perhaps unexpected that this particular member of the ZIF family should show a particularly large value of W e since it is both the densest and the least compliant ZIF: its moduli are E = 7.5-8.5 GPa. 54, 55 The material crystallises in the tetragonal spacegroup I4 1 cd and within the network are chains of Zn 2+ cations and imidazolate linkers that run along the c-axis, forming a triplehelical structure as shown in the inset to Fig. 3 . 56 By analogy with the arguments presented above, we suggest that this triple helix would also provide a high resistance to permanent deformation. Indeed this triple-helix motif is also found in collagen-a crucial supporting components of cartilage, ligaments, tendons, bone and skin-which itself has a a high elastic recovery. 57 Helices need not be the only supramolecular motif capable of facilitating large values or the elastic recovery. We suggest that weak inter-layer interactions found in layered framework materials may also facilitate improved elastic recovery because compression can be accommodated without significant changes in co-valent bond lengths. This point is supported by the anisotropy of elastic recovery in CuPA2, a layered material: W e = 34% and 33% for the inter-layer directions ([100] and [001]), but W e = 45% for the layer stacking direction [010] [see inset to Fig. 3 ]. Similar behaviour is clearly evident in the nanoindentation study of layered dimethylsuccinates. 58 So again weak supramolecular interactions appear capable of storing mechanical energy in these chemically very different systems.
Concluding Remarks
In this study we have used nanoindentation measurements and ab initio calculations to explore the mechanical properties of the key NLC material zinc dicyanoaurate. Our main finding is that the material exhibits a remarkably strong elastic recovery when deformed perpendicular to its hexagonal axis. While the hardness of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 is largely independent of crystallographic orientation, there is significant anisotropy in both the elastic moduli and elastic recovery. We suggest that the helical arrangement of aurophilic interactions within the framework confers macroscopic resistance to permanent, plastic deformation. Moreover, we infer that a related triple-helical motif may give rise to a similar effect in ZIF-zni. Our results suggest not only that the unusual compressibility of Zn[Au(CN) 2 ] 2 might indeed be exploited reversibly in practical applications, but-more generally-that helical structures are an attractive motif in the design of resilient mechanical structures.
